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Abstract

This article focuses on the problem of dealing with aggregate data. It proposes an innovative method for
modelling Lorenz curves and estimating inequality indices on small populations, when (only) quantiles are
available. When dealing with small population areas and due to privacy restrictions, individual or income
share data are often not available and only quantiles are reported. The method is based on conditional
expectation in order to find the different income shares and thus model a Lorenz curve with the functional
forms already proposed in the literature. From this Lorenz curve, inequality indices (Gini, Pietra, Theil
indices) can be derived. A simulation study is performed to evaluate this method and compare it with the
other methods used. An example based on real Parisian data is presented to illustrate the method. A R
package was written with all functions used in this article1.

Keywords: inequalities; income; distribution; aggregated data; Lorenz curve; Gini; Pietra; Theil.

1 Introduction
A suitable and widely used approach to depicting economic inequalities is to provide indices to measure the
degree of inequality. These measures enable comparisons of living standards between different countries, re-
gions or among time. Descriptive measures could be useful in understanding economic relationship (Kaplow,
2005). In this regard, several indices have been described in the literature, including the Gini coefficient, the
Pietra index or the Theil indexes. Similarly, the Lorenz curve is a relevant indicator of income distribution
and most indices are related to it. The modelling of a Lorenz curve then provides a useful tool. Two main
strategies have been developed for modelling a Lorenz curve, either by approximating the empirical Lorenz
curve or either by modelling an income distribution and deriving the Lorenz curve from it.

The first is focused on the parametric approximation of the size distribution of income. Based on
this estimation, a Lorenz curve and the several indices can be derived (see Champernowne and Cowell
(1998) for a survey). Several relevant functional forms have been used to describe the income distribution
(see Chotikapanich (2008) for an exhaustive list). The most popular forms are the so-called generalized
distribution of the second kind (GB2) proposed by McDonald (1984) and its special and limited cases. Special
and limited cases include Pareto distributions, Log-normal distributions, Gamma-type size distributions
(Gamma, Generalized Gamma, Weibull) and Beta-type size distribution (GB2, Singh-Maddala, Dagum, Fisk,
Beta distribution of the first and the second kind) (see Kleiber and Kotz (2003) for a survey). Alternatively,
an approach is to apply on shares the generalized non-parametric Pareto interpolation technique developed
by Blanchet et al. (2017).

The second literature examines the parametric approximation of a Lorenz curve. In the same way, several
functional forms have been developed to fit Lorenz curves. The pioneers are Kakwani and Podder (1973)
who proposed a functional form consistent with the distribution of Australian data. Many others authors

1See https://github.com/EnoraBelz/Inequality.
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suggested functional forms, in particular, Rasche et al. (1980), Pakes (1981), Gupta (1984), Arnold (1986),
Villaseñor and Arnold (1989), Basmann et al. (1990), Ortega et al. (1991), Chotikapanich (1993), Sarabia
(1997) or Rohde (2009). Several methods allow the estimation of the functional form parameters. The earlier
models are based on linear or non-linear least squares. Castillo et al. (1998) and Sarabia et al. (1999) proposed
an alternative approach by considering the median or least median square. More recently, Chotikapanich
and Griffiths (2002) developed a maximum likelihood estimator based on a Dirichlet distribution to capture
the cumulative nature of the shares. The selection of the best functional form is subsequently based on
an adjustment criterion. Chotikapanich and Griffiths (2005) suggested an alternative way by averaging
functional forms using a Bayesian model averaging approach.

However, problems arise due to the lack of income data at the individual level. Data are usually aggregated
and provide less information than individual data. Institutions sometimes report inequality indices with
aggregate data, although most only the Gini index. In such cases, an interesting approach is to reconstruct
the proposed index and provide alternative indices. Analysis is straightforward when individual data are
accessible. The income distribution and the Lorenz curve can be estimated directly from their empirical
forms. However, personal income data are not widely available. They are usually aggregated, whether
census or survey data. Census data appear to be more relevant to provide an overview over time or across
sub-regions. Nevertheless, the institutions provide several different forms of available data. At the national
or regional scale, data are mostly reported in the form of income shares. Institutions may provide data as
class mean income and deciles or quintiles group shares like on World Income Inequality Database (WIID),
World Inequality Database (WID) or even World Bank. The available information thus depicts points on
the Lorenz curve. For example, the poorest 10% hold 3.6% of total income in France in 2016 (WIID). When
dealing with smaller areas, the available data may be only quantiles. The income quartiles, quintiles or
deciles can be provided but not income shares or class mean income. The available information does not
depicts points on the Lorenz curve. For example, the poorest 10% receive less than e10,860 in France in 2016
(INSEE). Unfortunately, their share in the total income is not available. The information given is therefore
nearby but not precisely the same. In other words, when focusing on a high geographical level (region or
country), income shares can be found, although when dealing with smaller areas such as cities, the data
provided are frequently reported as income quantiles.

The purpose of this paper is to determine a methodology for estimating a Lorenz curve and associated
indices with only quantile data. The methods need to be adjusted to obtain a Lorenz curve from these
quantiles. Quantiles can easily be transformed into tabulated data. The classic method with tabulated
data is to assume the midpoint of each class as the class mean. This assumption is rather strong. For this
reason, we develop an innovative method based on conditional expectations to compute class means. We
will illustrate this method by measuring inequalities within the city of Paris. French municipalities can be
subdivided into narrower areas called iris (Ilots Regroupés pour l’Information Statistique). The iris generally
have between 1800 and 5000 inhabitants and are built in relation to large sections of the urban network. The
narrowness of the areas limits the data available due to the privacy of personal data and INSEE (Institut
National de la Statistique et des Études Économiques) provides only quartiles and deciles of income. This
methodology is also applicable to other quantile data such as ZIP code income data in the United States.

In Section 2, we will present the proposed methodology for modelling a Lorenz curve from quantile data.
Section 3 will illustrate the method with an application on simulated income data and Parisian iris data. A
R vignette with codes is available from https://github.com/EnoraBelz/Inequality.
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2 Methods
2.1 Definition of a Lorenz curve
The Lorenz curve, introduced by Lorenz (1905), is the curve defined by the points (p, L(p)) where p is the
cumulative proportion of the income-receiving units sorted from the poorest to the richest and L(p) the
cumulative proportion of income received by these units. Gastwirth (1971) proposed a general definition of
the Lorenz curve such that, if X is the income of a member of the population and assumed to be a random
variable with cumulative distribution function F (x), quantile function F−1(x) and mean µ =

∫
xdF (x), then

the Lorenz curve is the mapping
p 7→ L(p) = 1

µ

∫ p

0
F−1(t)dt (1)

A Lorenz curve will have some expected properties: (1) if p = 0 then L(p) = 0, (2) if p = 1 then L(p) = 1,
(3) L(p) ≤ p and (4) L(p) is continuous and differentiable and the slope of the curve increases monotonically.
Several authors developed functional forms to fit a Lorenz curve (see Table 1).

Table 1. Lorenz curve functional forms

Functional form L(p) Parameter constraints

Kakwani and Podder (1973) pαe−β(1−p) β > 0, α ≥ 1

Rasche et al. (1980) (1− (1− p)α)β β ≥ 1, 0 ≤ α ≤ 1

Arnold (1986) p(1 + (α− 1)p)
1 + (α− 1) + β(1− p) α, β > 0, α− β < 1

Ortega et al. (1991) pα(1− (1− p)β) α ≥ 0, 0 < β < 1

Chotikapanich (1993) ekp − 1
ek − 1

k > 0

Sarabia (1997) π1p+ π2p
α1 + (1− π1 − π2)(1− (1− p)α2) 0 ≤ π1, π2 ≤ 1, α1 ≥ 1, 0 < α2 < 1

Rohde (2009) p(β − 1
β − p ) β > 1

2.2 From quantile data to tabulated data
These parametric forms require grouped or individual data which allow the derivation of an empirical Lorenz
curve. Quantiles are not sufficient in their current form. Information on the cumulative proportion of the
population is given, but the cumulative proportion of income is unknown. Indeed, a quantile indicates the
income level such that p% is below this threshold. The information concerning the total income received by
p% is not available and therefore the share in the total income of p% is undefined. Nevertheless, quantiles
can be transformed into tabulated data. Quantiles become the boundaries of income ranges and the size of
the subset becomes the share of individuals. In the case of deciles, the boundaries are the deciles and the
proportion of individuals in each range is 10 percent. The use of both quartiles, deciles or other q-quantiles
is also feasible. The proportion of individuals depends on being between two same subdivisions or between
two different subdivisions.

Suppose X a random variable of income and different associated quantiles Qk where 0 < k < K is the
rank of the quantile and sk the population share below this quantile so that P(X < Qk) = sk. The ranges
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are therefore [0, Q1[ with proportion s1 for the first range, [Qk, Qk+1[ with proportion sk+1 − sk from the
second to the penultimate range and [QK ,+∞[ with proportion 1 − sK for the last range (see Table 2 for
an example).

Table 2. From quantile data to tabulated data with quartiles and deciles

From quantile data...
D1 D2 Q1 D3 D4 Q2/D5 D6 D7 Q3 D8 D9
10% 20% 25% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 75% 80% 90%

...to tabulated data
[0, D1[ [D1, D2[ [D2, Q1[ [Q1, D3[ [D3, D4[ [D4, Q2[ [Q2, D6[ [D6, D7[ [D7, Q3[ [Q3, D8[ [D8, D9[ [D9,∞[
10% 10% 5% 5% 10% 10% 10% 10% 5% 5% 10% 10%

2.3 Income shares
The first step is to determine the total income received by each income bin and thereby the shares of
income received. This requires determining the mean income within each income bin. In many studies, the
mean income of each class is assumed to be the midpoint of the interval and a Pareto-tail for the open-ended
interval (Midpoint method). In other words, it means that, somehow, we assume that the income is uniformly
distributed in the ranges and consequently the center of mass (i.e. the mean) equals the center of the interval.
This assumption is rather strong. Indeed, this assumes that each individual in a group has the same income
level and therefore neglects intra-group variations. In addition, some income levels are more predominant in
a population (e.g. minimum income, agreement income).

It can be noticed that quantiles enable to fit an income distribution function. Several different functional
forms have been developed to model the distribution of income. McDonald (1984) suggested the Generalized
Beta distribution of the second kind (GB2) which includes most of the previous functional forms as limited
or special cases. For this reason, a GB2 distribution is assumed to describe the size of income and the four
parameters are optimizied on quantile data. Suppose X a random variable of income with known density
f(x), the conditional expectation of being in a range [a, b[ can be determined as

E(X|x ∈ [a, b[) =

∫ b

a
xf(x)dx∫ b

a
f(x)dx

(2)

where f(x) is the density of X. Therefore, knowing the size distribution of income allows to determine the
means of the income per bins. The conditional means between each range can be computed by plugging-in
the (four) estimated parameters of the GB2 distribution (Conditional Expectation method). Using the class
mean income and the class population share , the income share of each bin in the total income can then be
determined and consequently the cumulative income shares.

2.4 Functional form optimization
Quantile data become similar to grouped data and classical functional forms of Lorenz curves can be applied.
In this way, seven different forms are used : Kakwani and Podder (1973) , Rasche et al. (1980), Arnold (1986),
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Ortega et al. (1991), Chotikapanich (1993), Sarabia (1997) and Rohde (2009). The parameters are optimized
by non-linear least squares (NLS) estimator as

θ̂ = arg min
θ

K∑
k=1

(F (pk, θ)− sk)2 (3)

where F (., θ) is the functional form to be optimized according to the parameter(s) θ, pk is the population
share of the kth income range and sk is the income share of the kth income range. Thereafter, the different
functional forms are compared according to a goodness-of-fit measure, especially the value of the Chi-squared
statistic

χ2 =
K∑
k=1

(sk − F (pk, θ̂))2

F (pk, θ̂)
(4)

where F (., θ̂) is the functional form with the optimal parameter(s) θ̂, pk is the population share of the kth
income range and sk is the income share of the kth income range.

The algorithm is therefore as follows:

• Convert quantiles into tabulated data

• Estimate a GB2 family distribution on quantiles using ML estimation techniques

• Compute conditional expectations of each bin using the fitted distribution

• Calculate income shares and cumulative income shares

• Estimate a functional form on shares using a NLS estimator

• Compare the functional forms with goodness-of-fit measures.

2.5 Inequality measures
The Lorenz curve enables to determine the inequality indices. Gini coefficient G (Gini, 1914) can be evaluated
as

G = E(|Y −X|)
2E(X) (5)

where X and Y are i.i.d with common distribution F (x). Alternatively, the Gini coefficient can be determined
in terms of the Lorenz curve, corresponding to two times the area between L(p) and the egalitarian line as

G = 2
∫ 1

0
(p− L(p))dp (6)

As a result, Gini coefficients can be derived from the functional forms as a function of parameters (Table 3).
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Table 3. Gini coefficient of the functional forms

Gini Index

Kakwani and Podder (1973) 1− 2e−β

1 + α 1F1(1 + α; 2 + α;β)

Rasche et al. (1980) 1− 2
αB( 1

α ;β + 1)

Arnold (1986)


β

β − α+ 1 + 2αβ
(β − α+ 1)2 [1 + β + 1

β − α+ 1 log( α
β + 1)] if β − α+ 1 6= 0

β
3(1 + β) if β − α+ 1 = 0

Ortega et al. (1991) α− 1
α+ 1 + 2B(α+ 1;β + 1)

Chotikapanich (1993) (k − 2)ek + (k + 2)
k(ek − 1)

Sarabia (1997) π2(1− 2
1 + α1

)− (1− π1 − π2)(1− 2
1 + α2

)

Rohde (2009) 2β[(β − 1) log(β − 1
β

) + 1]− 1

Note: B is the Beta function. 1F1 is the confluent hyper-geometric function.

The Pietra index P (Pietra, 1932) is also widely used to measure inequality, it can be defined as

P = E(|X − E(X)|)
2E(X) (7)

The Pietra index can also be defined in terms of the Lorenz curve, it corresponds to the maximum deviation
between L(p) and p as

P = max
p∈[0,1]

{p− L(p)} (8)

In addition, it corresponds to two times the area of the largest triangle that can be inscribed between L(p)
and the equalitarian line (Arnold, 2008).

In his book, Theil (1967) also suggests inequality indices, Theil’s indexes TL (low) and TH (high), based
on the generalized entropy (see Cowell (2011) for a discussion on generalized entropy measures).

TL = GE0 = −E(log(X
µ

)) (9)

TH = GE1 = E(X
µ

log(X
µ

)) (10)

Rohde (2008) relates the concept of Generalized Entropy (GE) to the Lorenz curve and provides mathematical
expressions to define the GE measures in terms of the Lorenz curve.

TL = −
∫ 1

0
log(L′(p))dp (11)

TH =
∫ 1

0
L′(p) log(L′(p))dp (12)

where L′(p) is the first derivative of the Lorenz Curve.
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3 Applications
In a first part, we will simulate samples to evaluate the performance of the methodology and compare it to
other methods, then, we will use it to get local inequality indices in Paris.

3.1 Simulated data
Simulations are performed both to evaluate the performance of the method and to compare with the midpoint
method. The different methods are applied on income distribution simulations. Several known distributions
are selected to perform the simulations such as GB2, Log-normal and Singh-Maddala. The parameters of
the distributions are determined to ensure realistic income levels. For each simulation, the income of 2000
individuals is simulated according to a defined distribution. Two areas are considered, one with a low Gini
index and one with a high index. Three distributions2 are used: for the High Gini Index case, LN(10.6, 1.01),
GB2(40000, 1.7, 0.98, 1.02) and SM(30000, 1.9, 0.7), respectively with Gini index 0.52, 0.58 and 0.69, and for
the Low Gini Index case, LN(10.5, 0.7), GB2(35000, 2.5, 0.95, 1.02) and SM(50000, 2.2, 1.8), respectively
with Gini index 0.37, 0.39 and 0.35.

For each of them,

(i) we generate a sample of size 2000 and calculate Gini index from those individual observations directly
- called Ind.

(ii) we can get the shares and partial information (quantiles), and then compute Gini index - called Shares

we can use only quantiles - and estimate the shares

(iii) the first step of estimating a GB2 distribution allows to compute a Gini index - called First Step

(iv) with the conditional expectation method - called Cond. Expectation

(v) with the midpoint method - called Midpoint.

Figure 1 provides a comparison of the different methods in terms of estimated Gini index.
Method (i) is the one with detailed data, with the other four are based on aggregated quantities. The

distribution of the Gini estimate based on shares data (ii) is very close to that observed on the individual
data (i). Then, when data are in the form of shares, having aggregate or individual data gives a fairly close
result. However, if we make as if the shares are not available (as in the dataset we have) and only quantiles
are available, the lack of information leads to estimating a Gini index less close to the true value.

Admittedly, the first step of the Conditional Expectation method (iii) also allows to compute a Gini
index. This consists of fitting a GB2 distribution on the quantiles to determine conditional expectations,
however, indices and the Lorenz curve can be computed using the GB2 distribution. Nevertheless, the
underlying income distribution is not necessarily GB2 and, in addition, the GB2 distribution is a four-
parameter distribution estimated on only a few points, and can therefore be misspecified, especially on the
distribution tail. The second step (iv) should adjust the method by improving the results. The results suggest
that the Conditional Expectation method (iv) computes a Gini index close than the GB2 one (iii). When
the underlying distribution is GB2, both methods provide the same value close to the true value. When the

2Lognormal distribution LN(µ, σ), GB2 distribution GB2(µ, σ, ν, τ) and Singh-Maddala distribution SM(µ, σ, ν).
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Figure 1. Comparison of the different methods in terms of estimated Gini

Note: The results are based on 1000 simulations for each cases. The cases are: Ind. the Gini on the individual data, Shares
the Gini estimated on shares, First Step the Gini estimated with the GB2 fitting, Cond. Expectation the Gini estimated on
quantiles with the Conditional Expectation method and Midpoint the Gini estimated on quantiles with the Midpoint method.
The red line corresponds to the true value of the Gini index of the simulated distribution (obtained by 1, 000, 000 simulations).
The parameters of the simulated distributions are: High LN(10.6, 1.01), GB2(40000, 1.7, 0.98, 1.02) and SM(30000, 1.9, 0.7) and
Low LN(10.5, 0.7), GB2(35000, 2.5, 0.95, 1.02) and SM(50000, 2.2, 1.8).

distribution is not GB2, the results indicate an overestimation of Gini coefficient (or underestimation in the
case of Singh-Maddala High Gini Index), however, the Gini index of the second step is more accurate. As a
result, the Conditional Expectation method adjusts the estimate of Gini index.

Conditional expectation (iv) and Midpoint (v) methods can also be compared. The Midpoint method
underestimates the true values in all cases, while the conditional expectation method only underestimates the
true values for Singh-Maddala High Gini Index and overestimates for Singh-Maddala Low Gini Index and
Log-normal. If the distribution is GB2 or Singh-Maddala, the Conditional Expectation method significantly
outperforms the Midpoint method. When the distribution is Log-normal, the result is less clear. The
Conditional Expectation method overestimates the true value while the midpoint method underestimates it.
The performance of both methods is then related to the underlying distribution.

3.2 Parisian income data
This paper focuses on the measure of inequality within Paris. The Institut National de la Statistique et des
Études Économiques (INSEE) provides income data at a very narrow scale named iris (see Figure 2 for a
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visualisation of median income in the iris). The deciles and quartiles of income3 in these areas are available.
Paris includes 966 iris which are either living (861), activity (88) or miscellaneous (17). For some iris with
insufficient population (especially activity or miscellaneous iris), income information is not available. Thus,
865 iris are reported with income data. Using these data, a Lorenz curve can then be modelled, the Gini
index can be determined and compared with that provided by INSEE, and the Pietra and Theil indices not
included can be calculated.

1e

2e
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4e

5e
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7e
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11e

12e

13e14e

15e

16e

17e

18e

19e

20e

Bel Air 5

10000 20000 30000 40000 50000 60000
Median Income

Figure 2. Median income of the Parisian iris

The first step is to determine the parameters of the GB2 distribution of each area by MLE (see dotted
line in Figure 3). The parameters are used to identify the density and the distribution of income in the
area. Conditional means of income bins can then be calculated (see blue lines in Figure 3). Those means
are used to compute the cumulative shares of income and the cumulative shares of population are the shares
between two quantiles. Table 4 displays an example of the data obtained for an iris (“Bel Air 5” in the 12th
arrondissement). In this area, the first decile is at e10,570, implying that 10% of the population have an
income below e10,570. In this range, the conditional mean is found to be at e7,403. The cumulative share
of income can be derived from the total income (weighted sum of the conditional means). In this area, the
poorest 10% of the population receive 2% of the total income. By plotting the cumulative share of income
in relation to the cumulative share of the population, the points of the empirical Lorenz curve are observed
(Figure 4).

3Quantiles of declared household income per consumption unit for the year 2014. The used scale (OECD scale) has the
following weighting: 1 UC for the first adult in the household, 0.5 UC for other persons aged 14 or over and 0.3 UC for children
under 14 years.
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Table 4. Tabulated data obtained using the conditional expectation method for Bel Air 5 iris

Quantile Income Proportion Mean Income Population
(e) Range (e) Income (e) share share

D1 10, 570 Below 10,570 0.10 7, 403.64 0.02 0.10
D2 18, 696 10,570-18,696 0.10 14, 947.50 0.06 0.20
Q1 21, 558 18,696-21,558 0.05 20, 135.63 0.08 0.25
D3 24, 344 21,558-24,344 0.05 22, 948.68 0.12 0.30
D4 28, 298 24,344-28,298 0.10 26, 296.94 0.18 0.40
Q2 32, 626 28,298-32,626 0.10 30, 412.82 0.26 0.50
D6 37, 782 32,626-37,782 0.10 35, 113.38 0.36 0.60
D7 43, 444 37,782-43,444 0.10 40, 488.39 0.46 0.70
Q3 46, 088 43,444-46,088 0.05 44, 737.59 0.52 0.75
D8 50, 926 46,088-50,926 0.05 48, 410.77 0.58 0.80
D9 61, 920 50,926-61,920 0.10 55, 936.68 0.73 0.90

61,920 and over 0.10 102, 703.30 1 1

0.00

0.25

0.50

0.75

1.00

0 20000 40000 60000
Income

P
ro
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rt
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Figure 3. Estimated means of income per bins
of Bel Air 5 iris

Note: The red lines and dots represent the observed quantiles.
The blue lines represent the estimated means between two quan-
tiles. The dotted line is the estimate of the GB2 cumulative
distribution function.
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Figure 4. Empirical Lorenz curve of Bel Air 5 iris
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To approximate the empirical Lorenz curve, all alternative functional forms can be applied on the cu-
mulative shares of income and population. The parameters are optimized by NLS estimator. For each
functional form, the most optimal parameters and Lorenz curve are obtained. The different forms could also
be compared with each other using goodness-of-fit measures (see column 2 of the Table 5).

Table 5. Inequality measures for the different functional forms of the Bel Air 5 iris

Functional form χ2 Rank Gini Pietra TL TH

Kakwani and Podder (1973) 0.01028 4 0.345 0.261 0.205 0.185
Rasche et al. (1980) 0.00154 3 0.351 0.248 0.221 0.214
Arnold (1986) 0.01493 6 0.342 0.259 0.189 0.184
Chotikapanich (1993) 0.01102 5 0.344 0.261 0.199 0.184
Sarabia (1997) 0.00036 1 0.356 0.244 0.24 0.287
Ortega et al. (1991) 0.00112 2 0.352 0.247 0.225 0.221
Rohde (2009) 0.02149 7 0.340 0.259 0.183 0.183

Figure 5 represents the best functional form according to the chi-squared of each Parisian iris. 58% of
the iris tend to be in favour of the Sarabia (1997) form, 38% for Ortega et al. (1991) form and 3% for Rasche
et al. (1980) form. A rather notable pattern appears, the iris of the center and 16th arrondissements are
generally in favour of an Ortega et al. (1991) form, while the iris of the outlying arrondissements are in
favour of Sarabia (1997) form. This spatial pattern is similar to the one of inequality indices, and hence the
functional form choice appears to be related to the income inequalities of the area.
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Figure 5. Best choice of functional forms obtained for each Parisian iris
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The Lorenz curve is used to compute inequality indices (see Table 5 for Bel Air 5 iris). The Gini index
can be defined as a function of each functional form parameters. The iris database provides the Gini index
calculated from individual data. Then, a comparison between the one found with the functional form and the
individual one should be considered. Figure 6 depicts the Gini derived from functional forms as a function
of the one given by INSEE and Figure 7 the difference between them for each functional form. The method
tends to slightly overestimate the Gini index. The difference remains quite small, in most cases ranging from
0 to 0.02. In addition, inequality indices not provided by INSEE, such as the Pietra or Theil indices, can
be calculated according to the best functional form (see Figures 8 for Gini index, 10 for Pietra index, 9 for
Theil L index and 11 for Theil H index).
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Figure 6. Comparison between estimated and
observed Gini index by functional form
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Figure 10. Pietra Index
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Figure 11. Theil H Index

4 Conclusion
The objective of this paper is to propose an innovative method to model Lorenz curves and estimate in-
equality indices on small populations, when only quantiles are available. The method is based on conditional
expectation in order to find the different income shares and thus model a Lorenz curve with the functional
forms already proposed in the literature. Real and simulated data are used to evaluate the proposed method
and compare it to other methods used. We note from simulated data that it is more difficult to estimate a
Gini index when shares are not available and only quantiles are available. However, the proposed Conditional
Expectation method outperforms the traditional Midpoint method. Similarly, the method applied to the
Parisian iris data provides a Gini index very similar to the true value. Finally, the proposed methodology
enables to model a Lorenz curve and hence to estimate inequality indices with quantile data.

Therefore, this method is useful for measuring inequalities when data are limited. This approach can
be applied on income data in quantile form. However, it can also be used for data in class form with an
underlying distribution to find conditional expectations.
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